
WHO WE ARE

ITALY, BEYOND
EXPECTATIONS

RomaSì Europe is the perfect mix of 
passion, authenticity and 
professionalism.

A high-end DMC based in Italy and 
in US, we provide a full service to 
our clients: ground transportation, 
accommodations and custom 
itineraries throughout Italy as well 
as:

A team of Travel Designers fluent 
in English
Trusted and multilingual Guides 
and Drivers

HOW WE  WORK

Key Values: 
Efficient, accurate and detail-oriented

B2B basis: two teams based in the US and 
Italy deliver 24/7 assistance to our Travel 
Agents worldwide 

Bespoke: we offer completely tailor-made 
itineraries based on your clients’ needs

Itineraries: carefully designed and 
personally tested to provide the best Italy 
has to offer

OUR AIM

Clients will discover authentic Italy: 
charming culture, impressive architecture, 
world-renowned artwork, incredible food & 
wine, and unforgettable hospitality 
delivering a memorable experience.



WHY ROMASÌ EUROPE IS DIFFERENT

1

ITALY, BEYOND
EXPECTATIONS

We greet clients inside the arrivals restricted area 
in every Italian airport, collect their luggage and 
escort them to their personal driver. Upon 
request, we provide plane-side service, meeting 
the clients directly at the aircraft door.

RomaSì Europe Italy Office
Via del Gianicolo, 2 - 00165 Rome, Italy

+39 (0)6 4565 4910/11

RomaSì Europe USA Office
1715 Banks Road - Margate Florida 33063 
+1 954 487 7192

info@romasieurope.com - www.romasieurope.com - www.romasi.it

Unique VIP Meet & Greet airport service

We have the latest high-end vehicles with Wi-Fi 
4G on board. Our trusted, multilingual drivers are 
always connected with our offices in Rome –
Fiumicino Airport & the Vatican – providing a 
pleasant & efficient service.

Fleet of luxury Mercedes-Benz vehicles

We have partnered with an array of luxury hotels 
and villas which allows us to offer the best rates to 
Travel Agents and unique amenities to clients.

Best luxury accommodations in Italy 

We have preferential and unique access to the 
Vatican and its’ Sites. We arrange exclusive and 
unforgettable experiences, leading clients through 
behind-closed-doors individual visits, before or 
after the general public admission.

Vatican Partnership

Our licensed, professional and multilingual 
expert guides have access to all the cultural sites 
across Italy. Clients are escorted with fast track 
access to all museums, exhibitions and 
archeological sites.

Priority All-Access Italy

We have carefully selected and personally tested 
all the priceless experiences clients will engage in, 
in order to provide the best Italy has to offer

Memorable Experiences 


